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On the grim death-world of Fenris, the sparse population faces a daily battle for survival against the lethal monsters and
marauding warriors. Young Ragnar of the Thunderfist tribe finds his destiny changed forever when he is chosen to become a
warrior of the gods. After being revived from a savage death on the battlefield, he is recruited into the mighty Space Wolves
Chapter of Space Marines and thrown into the galactic war against the forces of Chaos. But the implanting of the sacred Canis
Helix unleashes his primal instincts and Ragnar must fight to control the beast within before it consumes him forever!
The critically acclaimed author of Polaris Rising takes readers on an exciting journey with the start of her brand-new series about a
female bounty hunter and the man who is her sworn enemy. “Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.” — Ilona Andrews, #1 New York
Times bestselling author Octavia Zarola would do anything to keep her tiny, close-knit bounty hunting crew together—even if it
means accepting a job from Torran Fletcher, a ruthless former general and her sworn enemy. When Torran offers her enough
credits to not only keep her crew afloat but also hire someone to fix her ship, Tavi knows that she can’t refuse—no matter how
much she’d like to. With so much money on the line, Torran and his crew insist on joining the hunt. Tavi reluctantly agrees
because while the handsome, stoic leader pushes all of her buttons—for both anger and desire—she’s endured worse, and the
massive bonus payment he’s promised for a completed job is reason enough to shut up and deal. But when they uncover a
deeper plot that threatens the delicate peace between humans and Valoffs, Tavi suspects that Torran has been using her as the
impetus for a new war. With the fate of her crew balanced on a knife’s edge, Tavi must decide where her loyalties lie—with the
quiet Valoff who’s been lying to her, or with the human leaders who left her squad to die on the battlefield. And this time, she’s
put her heart on the line.
A brand new series of novels begins, featuring the legendary heroes of the Space Marines. Ragnar Blackmane is a legend of the
Space Wolves, the youngest warrior ever to rise to command a Great Company. As he battles the forces of Abaddon the Despoiler
on the war-ravaged world of Cadia, Ragnar remembers the events that brought him to this place and time, and relates two great
sagas from his past, each bringing him into conflict with brother Space Marines from other Chapters, the secretive Dark Angels
and savage Flesh Tearers. As these tales influence the events of the present, Ragnar comes to realise that his past actions have
consequences.
When Great Wolf Logan Grimnar vanishes, the Space Wolves embark on a mission to retrieve him – a mission that might see the
end of the Chapter. Hailing from the hostile ice world of Fenris, the Space Wolves are as fierce and proud as their name suggests.
Considered by some to be wild and undisciplined, the Sons of Russ are loyal to a fault, and their instincts for war are never in
doubt. Woe betide those they mark as their prey, for they too shall feel the fangs of the wolf around their throats... A Great Hunt is
over and the Space Wolves gather in the Fang to celebrate their victories and tell tall tales of their exploits. But one company has
failed to return: that of the Great Wolf, Logan Grimnar. News of his death sends the Chapter on the hunt for the truth, with Ulrik the
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Slayer at their head. As they fight their way across the galaxy in search of their lord, the Space Wolves uncover a threat to the
future of the Chapter itself.
Blue Gold
Battle of the Fang
Farseer
Use It
The Jungle Book
"On the nightmare battlefields of the Warhammer 40,000 universe, few foes spark more fear and dread than the Chaos Space
Marines. Nurturing a hatred that is millennia-old, they attack without mercy, spreading terror and destruction in their wake.
Now hell has come to Hydra Cordatus, for a massive force of terrifying Iron Warriors, brutal assault troops of Chaos, have
invaded the planet and lain siege to its mighty Imperial citadel. But what prize could possibly be worth so much savage
bloodshed and destruction and how long can the defenders possibly hold out?"--P. [4] of cover.
Marla Wolfblade of Hythria is determined to restore her family's great name, but conspirators surround her: the Sorcerers'
Collective, the Patriots -- even members of her own family. She must make sure her son Damin lives to be old enough to
restore the Wolfblade name to its former glory. Elezaar the Dwarf is a small man with big secrets -- but that doesn't matter to
Marla Wolfblade. Her brother is the High Prince of Hythria, and, in this fiercely patriarchal society, her fate will be decided on
his whim. She needs someone politically astute to guide her through the maze of court politics -- and Elezaar the Dwarf knows
more than he lets on. As Elezaar teaches Marla the Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power, Marla starts on the road to becoming
a tactician and a wily diplomat -- but will that be enough to keep her son alive? The Hythrun Chronicles Demon Child: Medalon /
Treason Keep / Harshini Wolfblade: Wolfblade / Warrior / Warlord / Short Story: "Elezaar's Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power"
War of the Gods: The Lyre Thief / Retribution / Covenant / Brakandaran the Halfbreed At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
These new editions of Books 2 and 3 in the King's Space Wolf saga feature stunning new cover art. Space Wolf Ragnar's
missions take him on epic treks across the galaxy to face the very heart of evil. Reissue.
Gotrek and Felix return in another action packed adventure where evil looms over the storm-wracked isle of Albion.
Transported onto the island through an ancient portal, Gotrek and Felix must fight the malignant evil that terrorizes the
populace before it takes over the whole world. Original.
Wolfblade
Giantslayer
Book Four of the Hythrun Chronicles
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Storm of Iron
After half a century apart, in service to the Deathwatch and the Chapter, Space Wolves Ingvar and
Gunnlaugr are reunited. Sent to defend an important shrine world against the plague-ridden Death Guard,
the Grey Hunters clash with the pious Sisters of Battle, who see the Space Wolves as little better than
the enemy they fight. As enemies close in around them and treachery is revealed, Gunnlaugr and his
warriors must hold the defenders together - even as hidden tensions threaten to tear the pack apart.
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now available in ebook, is a heart-pounding
thriller in the NUMA adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in search of a legend
that could change the path of science—but secretive powers will do anything to stop him. From deep
within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a white goddess and a mysterious tribe with
startling technical accomplishments. Few believe the tribe exists—and even fewer suspect its deity may
hold knowledge that can change the course of history. For National Underwater & Marine Agency crew
leader Kurt Austin, an investigation into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican
coast, where someone tries to put him and his mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in
South America’s lush hills, a specially assigned NUMA crew turns up the white-goddess legend—and a
murderous cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth millions. Soon Austin and his
crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the same grand scheme. A billionaire California tycoon
is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth’s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and
ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s mythical tribal goddess has some real
roots in science, and may be the key to locating a secret formula that could turn vast amounts of
seawater into fresh. But with each step into the bush, he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of
water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of enemies through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail,
and murder.
Provides weather predictions for the entire United States and includes such features as the best days
for fishing, recipes from the Wild West, and tips for tightwads.
The Space Wolves are unleashed in a new series. The feral warrior-kings of Fenris, the Space Wolves are
the sons of Leman Russ. Savage heroes, few can match their ferocity in battle. After half a century
apart, Space Wolves Ingvar and Gunnlaugr are reunited. Sent to defend an important shrine world against
the plague-ridden Death Guard, the Grey Hunters clash with the pious Sisters of Battle, who see the
Space Wolves as little better than the enemy they fight. As enemies close in around them and treachery
is revealed, Gunnlaugr and his warriors must hold the defenders together – even as hidden tensions
threaten to tear their pack apart.
Shiver
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Ragnar's Claw
Book One of the Kormak Saga
Space Wolf: The First Omnibus
Stormcaller

Following events described in 'Sons of Fenris', the Space Wolves find themselves under attack from all sides by the Thousand Sons
Chaos Space Marines. In a last-ditch attempt to stop their ancient enemy, Ragnar and his battle-brothers launch a lightning strike on
the Thousand Sons' base.
Captain Kor'sarro Khan of the White Scars is petitioned by his Chapter Master to hunt down and destroy the daemon prince
Voldorius. Captain Kor'sarro Khan of the White Scars is petitioned by his Chapter Master to hunt down and destroy the daemon
prince Voldorius, a warleader of the renegade Alpha Legion, thus ending his reign of terror across the stars. Hunting the beast
doggedly for over a decade, Kor'sarro finally brings Voldorius to battle on Quintus, a world that has totally given itself over to the
Alpha Legion. Together with their Raven Guard allies, the White Scars must fight an entire planet if they are to slay the daemon
prince.
Science fiction-roman.
A strange boy and dog remind Will Stanton that he is an immortal, whose quest is to find the golden harp which will rouse others
from a long slumber in the Welsh hills so they may prepare for the ultimate battle of Light versus Dark.
Ragnar Blackmane
Stealer of Flesh
Wolf's Honour
The Wolf's Hour
Tyrion & Teclis
Rebellious young Space Wolf Lukas the Trickster finds himself facing a foe who might
rival even his legendary cunning – the dark eldar corsair, Duke Sliscus. Among the Space
Wolves there are as many sagas as there are warriors, but there are none quite like that
of Lukas the Trickster. Vainglorious, boastful and irreverent, the Jackal Wolf has ever
stood apart from his battle-brothers, passed from pack to pack by embittered Wolf Lords,
renowned and reviled in equal measure. But as a new enemy invades the icy reaches of
Fenris at the height of the Helwinter, Lukas finds himself facing a foe who might rival
even his legendary cunning – the dark eldar corsair, Duke Sliscus. In the battle between
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wolf and serpent, who will emerge triumphant, and who will stain the snow red?
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A
BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021 When a fake relationship between scientists meets the
irresistible force of attraction, it throws one woman's carefully calculated theories on
love into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting
romantic relationships--but her best friend does, and that's what got her into this
situation. Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on her way to a happily ever
after was always going to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require
proof. So, like any self-respecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the first man she
sees. That man is none other than Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and well-known
ass. Which is why Olive is positively floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees
to keep her charade a secret and be her fake boyfriend. But when a big science conference
goes haywire, putting Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again with
his unyielding support and even more unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little
experiment feels dangerously close to combustion. And Olive discovers that the only thing
more complicated than a hypothesis on love is putting her own heart under the microscope.
Advancing to the ranks of Scouts after surviving the Fists' brutal recruitment regime,
rivals Zatori, du Queste and Taloc find their loyalty to the Emperor sorely tested when
they are sent to the planet of Vernalis. Original.
Master spy, Nazi hunter—and werewolf on the prowl—in occupied Paris: A classic of dark
fantasy from a Bram Stoker Award—winning author. Allied Intelligence has been warned: A
Nazi strategy designed to thwart the D-Day invasion is underway. A Russian émigré turned
operative for the British Secret Service, Michael Gallatin has been brought out of
retirement as a personal courier. His mission: Parachute into Nazi-occupied France,
search out the informant under close watch by the Gestapo, and recover the vital
information necessary to subvert the mysterious Nazi plan called Iron Fist. Fearlessly
devoted to the challenge, Gallatin is the one agent uniquely qualified to meet it—he’s a
werewolf. Now, as shifting as the shadows on the dangerous streets of Paris, a master spy
is on the scent of unimaginable evil. But with the Normandy landings only hours away,
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it’s going to be a race against time. For Gallatin, caught in the dark heart of the Third
Reich’s twisted death machine, there is only one way to succeed. He must unleash his own
internal demons and redefine the meaning of the horror of war. From the award-winning
author of Swan Song and Boy’s Life, this is a “powerful novel [that] fuses WWII espionage
thriller and dark fantasy. Richly detailed, intricately plotted, fast-paced historical
suspense is enhanced by McCammon’s unique take on the werewolf myth” (Publishers Weekly).
Sagas of the Space Wolves: The Omnibus
Lukas the Trickster
The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch
Grey Hunter
The Second Omnibus
Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every winter, she watches
him, but every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the protection of the
pack. In summer, he has a few precious months to be human . . . until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam
finally meet, they realize they can't bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or risk losing himself, and
Grace, for ever.
Heroic Space Wolf Ragnar Blackmane is tested to the limit against the deadly forces of Chaos in the form of the Thousand Sons
Traitor Legion. Not only that, but he must also contest with a growing feud between the Space Wolves and their fellow Space
Marine Chapter, the Dark Angels.
“The King of High Adventure.” Starlog. In a world of magic and gunpowder, the half-breed Rik must rise from simple soldier to the
deadliest assassin the world has ever known. In Death's Angels, Rik and his fellow soldiers of the Seventh Infantry uncover a
sinister conspiracy to waken an ancient slumbering evil. They encounter the lovely and terrible Lady Asea, immortal sorceress
and ultimate manipulator of men and nations. Their deadly quest will eventually take them to the haunted city of the cannibalistic
Spider God to face the hidden peril lurking there. Death's Angels is a thrilling tale of muskets and magic blending Lovecraftian
horror with adventure in the tradition of Sharpe by the bestselling creator of Gotrek and Felix. ABOUT THE SERIES A thousand
years ago the world of Gaeia fell to the Terrarchs, cruel and beautiful alien invaders with a deadly secret. Masters of sorcery and
intrigue they have ruled humanity with a fist of steel inside a glove of velvet. For a thousand years, ancient demons have slept,
waiting for the moment of their return. Now the stars are right. Old and evil gods are wakening. New revolutions are being born. A
genocidal war that will destroy civilization sweeps ever closer. Born a Shadowblood, one of a clan of genetically engineered superassassins created to serve a long dead Dark Lord, the outcast Rik must master his deadly birthright before his own lost kinfolk
can kill him. BOOKS IN THE TERRARCH SERIES Death’s Angels The Serpent Tower The Queen’s Assassin Shadowblood
When the dark forces of Chaos seize one of their Chapter's holiest artifacts, Ragnar and his Space Wolf comrades embark on a
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perilous quest to retrieve it before an ancient and terrible foe can be set free. Reissue.
Space Wolf Omnibus 1
The Love Hypothesis
Blood of Asaheim
The Emperor's Gift
The Hunt for Voldorius
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original series
starring Michael Sheen and David Tennant. ?Season 2 of Good Omens coming soon! “Good Omens . . . is something like what
would have happened if Thomas Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness in the
plotting and chunks of very good writing and characterization. It’s a wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one.
Take your pick.” —Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (the world's only
completely accurate book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in
fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring.
Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon—both of whom
have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually looking
forward to the coming Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .
The Space Marines of the Adeptus Astartes have inducted young Ragnar Blackmane, but he must learn to control his bestial
instincts in order to become an effective soldier. Reprint.
"The King of High Adventure," Starlog "Immediately convincing, classically brooding," Steve Tompkins, TheCimmerian.com To the
world at large, he is a mercenary and assassin, a brutal killer with a deadly blade. In reality Kormak is a Guardian, one of an ancient
order sworn to protect humanity from the servants of the gathering darkness. Kormak is a sword and sorcery hero in the tradition
of Conan, Solomon Kane and Druss the Legend, a driven man with a mission to hunt down the ancient demons who slaughtered
his family. His fast-paced, action-packed adventures take him from one end of his richly detailed fantasy world to the other.
STEALER OF FLESH The Ghul are the Stealers of Flesh, an ancient race of demons who possess the bodies of humans to work
great evil. Now one of them has been freed from its ancient prison using Kormak's own dwarf-forged sword and the Guardian must
pursue it to a haunted city on the edge of the world to end its reign of terror. Stealer of Flesh contains four-linked novelettes that
tell the epic tale of Kormak's hunt for a prince of demons. In it he encounters a conspiracy of demented mages, an army of
werewolves, Orcish blademasters and a beautiful alchemist and her insane poet brother. ABOUT THE SERIES Each book in the
Kormak series is a standalone adventure. They can be read in any order but build into an epic picture of the career of the world’s
greatest monster hunter. So far the series consists of the following books. Stealer of Flesh Defiler of Tombs Weaver of Shadow City
of Strife Taker of Skulls Ocean of Fear
The fourth book in the best selling Space Marine Battles series featuring the Space Wolves It is M32, a thousand years after the
Horus Heresy. The Scouring is over and the Imperium at the height of its post-Crusade power. When Magnus the Red is tracked
down to Gangava Prime, the Space Wolves hasten to engage the daemon primarch. Even as Great Wolf Harek Ironhelm closes on
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his ancient enemy, the Fang on the Space Wolves home world is besieged by a massive force of Thousand Sons. A desperate
battle ensues as the skeleton forces of Wolf Lord Asvald Greylock attempt to hold back the attacking hosts before the last of his
meagre defences gives in. Though a single Scout ship survives to summon Great Wolf Harek Ironhelm back to Fenris, none of the
defenders truly realise the full scale the horror that awaits them nor what the Battle for the Fang will cost them all.
A novel from the NUMA Files
The Wolftime
Space Wolf
Death's Angels
Farmers' Almanac 2008

Grey HunterGames Workshop Limited
These three classic SF stories follow the adventures of Ragnar the Space Wolf, from his
recruitment by the Space Marines on the savage world of Fenris to his aventures amongst the
stars. Whether Ragnar and his friends are fighting orks, mutants, or the foul forces of Chaos,
adventure is never far behind!
The epic saga of Ragnar Blackmane continues with this tale set on the holy planet of Terra
where Ragnar uncovers a plot that reaches into the very depths of the Imperium and perhaps
even to the God-Emperor himself. Original.
This ominbus tells the story of Tyrion and Teclis, saviours of high elf race and the heroes of
Ulthuan. Tyrion and Teclis: the most legendary high elf heroes to roam the earth. Destined for
greatness from birth, the twin brothers are as different as darkness and light. While Tyrion, a
calculating tactician and unrivalled swordsman, inspires valour and fidelity in those around
him, Teclis is the most powerful natural sorcerer of the age, harnessing a power that rivals
even the mythic Caledor. Relive the twins’ most gripping adventures – from their quest
through the deadly jungles of Lustria in search of the fabled lost sword of Caledor, through to
the blood-thirsty battle to save their homeland from the malevolent Witch King, Malekith.
This collection of William King’s Blood of Aenarion, Sword of Caledor and Bane of Malekith
brims with rip-roaring adventure.
Turn Setbacks Into Success
Sons of Fenris
A Novel
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Book One of the Terrarch Chronicles
The Grey King
Two aspirants are recruited into the Grey Knights, and must hone their psychic talents if they are to join the hallowed and
mysterious ranks of the Space Marine daemon hunters. The Grey Knights are all that stands between mankind and the ravages of
Chaos. Since their secretive beginnings during the Horus Heresy, these legendary Space Marine daemon hunters have journeyed
into the dark realms of the warp – and beyond – in pursuit of their supernatural enemies. Through an intensive regime of psychic
training, new recruits are brought to the clandestine fortress of Titan to join the hallowed and vaunted ranks of the 666th Chapter.
More than ever, these legendary battle-brothers must be vigilant and ever ready to defend the Imperium for the forces of Chaos are
never truly defeated, and Armageddon beckons'
Bumper Omnibus collecting together some of Black Library's most loved Space Wolves stories for the first time. Born on the icy
world of Fenris, few amongst the brotherhoods of the Adeptus Astartes are as fierce or as noble as the Space Wolves. Long are
their tales, told around mead halls or the flickering glow of a hungry fire. Heed them well, for they speak of legends like the Young
King Ragnar Blackmane, whose thirst for battle is only matched by his heroism, or the Wolf Lord Logan Grimnar that most
venerable and fearsome of warriors, he who leads the Chapter itself. So listen hard and listen carefully to the skald as he holds
forth around the burning fire, because there is darkness in these sagas as well as light. This omnibus edition collects together for
the first time the novels Ragnar Blackmane, Curse of the Wulfen, Legacy of Russ and The Hunt for Logan Grimnar as well as the
novellas Blood on the Mountain and Arjac Rockfist, and a host of short stories.
Book 3 of the Black Library Mega-Series, "Dawn of Fire" The Indomitus Crusade has brought the Emperor’s vengeance to
thousands of star systems. The fleets and armies under the leadership of Roboute Guilliman fight for the survival of humanity
against the forces of the Chaos Gods. But the traitors and heretics are not the only foe looking to destroy the rule of Terra. Xenos
prey on human worlds in numbers not seen for millennia. Worst amongst them are the rampaging orks, whose migration conquests
threaten to reverse many gains of Fleet Primus. And their throaty bellows carry a name not heard in years, of destruction made
flesh, a bestial warlord without peer: Ghazghkull Mag Uruk Thraka. In the midst of this brutal tide is Fenris, world of the Space
Wolves under Logan Grimnar. Depleted by ever greater demands on their warriors, called upon by the Legion-breaker Guilliman,
the Wolves of Fenris face a momentous decision. Grimnar and his counsellors must choose whether their fate is to ally themselves
with an ancient rival and risk all that makes them the Vlka Fenryka, or to accept their demise and wait for the return of their own
primarch, and the coming of the Wolftime.
As eighteen-year-old Cheryl Hunter escapes rural Colorado for the bright lights of Europe, she does so with nothing more than an
over-packed suitcase and a dream. Once there, her mind is bent on solving one problem alone: how does a small-town cowgirl pull
off the feat of becoming an international supermodel? When Cheryl is abducted, raped and brutally beaten instead, she is faced
with solving a much bigger problem: how does she survive? Using her journey of rising from the ashes as fuel, Hunter delivers a
step-by-step method that can be applied by anyone who has ever dealt with less-than-favorable circumstances. In a world
where—let’s face it—life often hijacks our personal agendas, Cheryl shows you how to immediately take back the reins, design a life
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you love, and become the unstoppable force of nature you were born to be.
Space Wolves
Codex
Hunt the Stars
Sons of Dorn
Space Marines

The Space Marines are numbered amongst the most elite warriors in the Imperium. Created by the
Emperor himself from the genetic material of the demigod Primarchs, they are the ultimate soldiers
for a cruel and terrible age. Inside this 208-page hardback codex, you'll find everything you need to
unleash the Space Marines in battle, plus thrilling lore and art to inspire your own collection.
Good Omens
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